
CARING FOR BOAT PEOPLE by Martin Knox. 

Purpose: To explore perspectives of the boat people problem by analogy with other migration control 

cultures, elucidate logical roles for Australian governments in hypotheses that can be falsified. 

1. If countries are like private grazing properties and people are like cattle or sheep, then the station 

owners have to keep their livestock in. They should not have to keep their neighbours stock out.  

Graziers, herdsmen, shepherds and park rangers are responsible for keeping their animals on their 

land. Countries only have to stop them breaking in when their neighbours default on their 

responsibility. Because our neighbours, such as Indonesia, do not do it adequately, Australia has 

assumed it has to stop the boat people itself. This is a posture of incompetent government and 

defeat.   

2. Why should countries be responsible for containment, rather than exclusion, of migrants?  It 

should not be legal to assume control over humans outside our own territory and on the high seas. 

It is not logical to try and control them at the end of their escape when they are desperate and 

difficult to turn back. It is logical and more cost-effective for our neighbours to prevent their 

emigration. It is the responsibility of each of Australia's neighbours to prevent emigrants and 

visitors from leaving their territory to get to Australia, unless permitted by Australia. 

3. Why should Indonesia stop boats taking immigrants illegally to Australia? Because Indonesia's 

neighbours should reciprocate and stop emigrants to Indonesia. With little emigration the other 

way, Australia's reciprocation would be too small. However, Australia should recompense 

Indonesia for performing this duty, either in cash or in student scholarships. The cost would be 

much less than the alternative cost of turning the boat people back or incarcerating them as a 

deterrent. 

4. Neighbours should deal humanely with their own immigrants and prevent emigrants, who are 

either their own or escaped people, leaving their coast illegally. They should bring emigrant boats 

that get away, back. For neighbours to undertake their responsibilities under these obligations, 

their governments must be on good terms, have adequate communication with their neighbours 

and understand their roles. Australia is unable to benefit from neighbours control of boat people 

because the Australian leadership is not in step with regional leaders and mutual respect is 

lacking. Australians lack communication skills to negotiate a mutually beneficial solution with 

Indonesia. It is possible that Australia is reviled. 

5. The responsibility chain fails when despotic rulers encourage people of different ethnicity, 

religious persuasion or political persuasion to exit their territory even though they may not be 

accepted in another territory. This problem is exacerbated where foreign powers like Australia 

intervene in civil wars such as in Korea, Vietnam, Iraq and Afghanistan. Refugees and asylum 

seekers then set out for the territory of their ally, Australia, for salvation. Countries they encounter 

en route who are not empathetic with Australia's role, decline to stop them leaving for Australia. 

These people become boat people and Australia's foreign wars are brought home to our land in 

boatfuls of hopeful and desperate people.  Australia should not engage in warfare except in 

defence of Australian land against invaders. 

6. Resuming the livestock control analogy for diseased animals, unless escaped  animals arriving 

from overseas have been adequately scrutinised for communicable diseases, they are placed in 

quarantine for observation. Immigrants suspected to carry foreign allegiances e.g. terrorists, are 

held captive until the threat has subsided. 

7. In the same way that dumping of produce into Australia is permitted when it is not locally 

produced, so too immigrants with skills that are not nurtured in Australia are the most welcome. 

Non-skilled immigrants may be allowed in to work as general labourers when there are shortages. 

They cannot be paid lower wages. Labour shortages exist in certain places e.g. mines but 

Australian law does not allow the directing of immigrants on where to live. It should do, for 

definite periods, case by case. 

8. Immigrants should be sponsored by local governments, with terms variable for local conditions 

from costly access charges to loans similar to student loans. Those local governments wanting 

immigrants should advertise, select and arrange passage and accommodation for them, taking 

responsibility for their containment within the local area. 



9. I believe that there is no desirable central role for the Commonwealth of Australia Government in 

immigration, except of devolution to local authorities. When immigration is devolved, with local 

governments able to collaborate using digital technologies, it will cease to be a political football. 

The humanitarian benefit will be immense. 

10. Two hypotheses from above are: 1. Central government is preventing boat people being 

stopped by neighbours such as Indonesia; 2. Immigration should be under local authority 

control. 

For more perspectives on Australia's position within its neighbourhood, see my novel 

"The Grass Is Always Browner," Zeus Publications, 2011. 

Novel ideas by martin knox 

On my blog, see http://wp.me/p1z4yo-n, there is a short scientific paper explaining my novel 

approach for each of the topics below.  

a. Immigration interview simulation (http://www.youtube.com/user/MARTINKNOX88957) 

b. Proposal for immigration access fee system 

c. Illegal immigrants solution 

Declaration: I am not associated with any political party or organisation involved with 

immigration. The information provided above is correct as far as I know and I am not aware 

of any evidence sufficient to refute the final hypotheses. 
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